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SAMTA; FE KffiW MEX ICAM
SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1904.

VOL. 41.

Scenk New Mexico.

ARIZONA

STRIKE OFF

REPUBLICANS

IN ITALY

NO. 180.

TO HIS

LASTABODE

Nominated B. A. Fowler for Delegate
to Congress a Prespott. T
,

"
Remains of the Late W. G. Ritch
r
;
Special to the New Mexican.
'i
The Republican Territorial ConvenLaid to Rest in National
tion of Arizona was held at Presoott
Decision- i
Cemetery.
on Saturday an3 B. A. Fowler, of Phoe
for delegate to
nix, was nominated
congress His
opponent was Wil1.
SOME
IMPRESSIVE
DISTURBANCES liam F. Cooper,only
' v-'"'
6t Tuscon. The final
si
vote stood: Fowler, 112: Cooper. 73.
J v"
'
.
"
1(
t,
The Democratic Territorial Conven
CEREMONIES
Wei",
At Genoa Labor Forces and Anarchi&U tion was also held
PhoeSaturday, at
nix, and Mark Smlfh,' of Tuscon, was
Clash With Police and Display
nominated for delegate to, congress,
Touching Tribute to the Worth of the
Red Flag. by acclamation.
DeadServed His County
Both conventions passed resolutions
Faithfully.
Rome, Sept. 19. The strike situa endorsing single statehood and oppos
Premier Giele.tti ed to joint statehood.
tion is improving
left today for Piedmont, to perform his
The last earthly remains of William
official duty as crown notary of regis
G. Ritch, soldier, pioneer,
literary man
and statesman, were laid In their final
tering the birth of the crown. prince.
Serious Outbreak at Genoa.
resting place yesterday afternoon with
Rome, Sept. 19. Workmen this afceremonies suitable to such distinternoon7 decided to abandon the
guished dead.
strike and the .city assumed its nor So Said Robert P.
it:
Many officials, public officers, sol- -'
of
Ervien,
Clayton,
mal aspect. The board of workmen
dier3 and member of orders with whom
to a Representative of the v
had published a manifesto saying it
the late
had been
New Mexican.
had planned a parade of all the Rome
gathered to pay a last touchproletariat forces as a victorious dem
ing tribute to the departed friend, the
"Union County will give Andrews a
.
.
--'
onstration. At Palermo, however, the
simplicity of the ceremonies
.
being
of
100
at
least
this
majority
year,"
strikers and police were in collision tosymbolic of the chacacter of the de
MAIN BUILDING TERRITORIAL PE NITENTIARY, AT SANTA FE.
P. Ervien,
stated
Robert
emphatically
and-th- e
'
former displayed the red of
ceased.
day
on
Clayton, Saturday, in
flag. Disturbances' occurred also to- the political - situation in speaking
The
remains
of
the
late
statesman
his county.
day at Genoa, in which the anarchists 'We have increased tBe Republican
had lain In state in the main corridor
a
burned
violently participated. They
of the Caniltol Building bv order of
vote 42 in the last two; elections, givnumber of street cars and destroyed ing Rodey a
Governor Otero. It was here gathered
majority of 21 the last
the flag hoisted in honor f the birth election, and we
around the bier that first ceremonies
to bring it up
intend
of the crown prince. A lack of bread to the two hundred mark if
were held. Rev. R. W. Dye. rector of '
possible
led to the outbreak at Genoa.
the Episcopal church, of which the
for Senator Andrews.
Given to New Mexico Historical Sohad been an earnest member,
"I tell you the people of Union Coun
ciety Through the Efforts of
touchingly
spoke a few words concern
ty are too well satisfied with the way
L. Bradford Prince.
ing the past life of this man thev had
the Republican County Commission
td honor. He called atten
ers have handled the finances of the
The New Mexico Historical Society gathered
to
tion
his
to
moment
a
consider
nobility of character, hia
for
county
any
has made a valuable
acquisition cleanness in public life and conduct as
but a Republican majority. Un
thing
through the efforts of
Turned On the Gas in Young Lady's ion County has $8,000 in the general
a head of & family. His past w.m spokL. B. Prince, as the following from the en
of as an
which it behooved
Apartments and Were AsRfe
county fund today as a result of
South Bethlehem (Pennsylvania) Daily all to follow.example
phyxiated.
Force---Japane- se
j
publican administration of the treas
Globe indicates:
. .,an
After
services
in
re- the
ury and it Is appreciated by every
the
Capitol
W.
"When General W.
Davis, of mains were taken in
Yorkj. Pa,, Sept. 19. Michael Schall, thinking voter. Under the Democrats
Santa
by
charge
Doyleton, Pennsylvania, President of Fe
head b'Ahe Keystone Foundry and Ma- we were always running behind, but
Lodge No. 2, 1. O. O. F., by the last
the Bucks County Historical Society,
chine Company, of this city, and Miss. things are different now. Count on
was Acting Governor of New Mexico, rtquest of Mr. Ritch. It wai fitting (
Nettie Gatmatt, of New York, were Union County for Senator Andrews
that the order In which he had occu1855-'5he had the ancient records of
found dead in the young woman's apart- and you will not miscalculate.
so many prominent positions
pied
the Executive office at Santa Fe cop should oftlciate
ments here today. Returning from a "The bounty generally is in very
at the grave. The deied
book
in
and
bound
a
form, making
visit, they wrote notes in which they good shape. The drouth has affected
ceased had served as Grand Master of
The news from the seat of war to-- c!a was engaged in an effort to run volume of about 400 pages. These rec the Grand Lodge of New Mexico and
complained of a cruel world and turn- the sheepmen to a certain extent, but
orda related to the conquest of New had
ed on the gas. Both had been suffer- everything Is rosey now. The lakes day contains nothing to show that th-s- i (ftatrtbard Ihtd- Port Arthur.
also been chosen as Territorial
Mexico by the Spaniards.
The copies Grand
a
nervous
to
and
affection
from
Russians.
have
ing
are full cf water. The grass is In fine Japanese
yet begun ,to move.jn Japanes' Operations Puzzle
Representative to the 'nationalv
this is attributed the tragedy. Both condition and things are green and force. There is no truth in the report
Berlin, 'Sept. 19. A dispatch to the were made in Spanish by a young. Mex meeting.
were well connected socially and the prosperous.
' ' "
emanating from the London Express Lokal Anzeiger, from Mukden ,6ays: ican secretary, who was afterwards
When the funeral cortege reached
affair has created a profound sensa
'"Outside of the loss of lambs every- that a battle Is in progress at Mukden, The Japanese positions are completely killed by the Apache Indians. They the National Cemetery, President C.
basis
formed
General
Davis's
for
the
tion.
M. Light, of the Silver City Normal
thing has. been "very satisfactory. 246,-00- 0 hut General Kuropatkin reports that screened behind a line of outposts and
work, "The Spanish Con
sheep were shipped last year from Generals Rennenkampff and Sampson-of- f it is almost impossible to obtain any fascinating
School, delivered the following short
has
which
New
of
Mexico,"
are conducting important reconnais-ance- s information from behind the yell. The quest
the county. Probably only half that
but
Impressive address concerning the .
which have resulted in heavy Russians cannot tell which of four since become a classic on that subject. life and good work done
number were shipped this year. Not
by the deceas
can
and
rare
now
works
The
is
very
The reconnaisances also routes the Japanese advance will fola single sheep was turned down this' fighting.
ed. Mr. Ritch had been for eight years
in
old
occasionally be picked up
year from Union County by the San- showed an increase in the Japanese low. It is reported that Liao Yang is only
a member of the Board of Regents of
bookstores at a
price. The rec
'
itary Sheep Board. This speaks well forces. Emperor Nicholas has decided occupied by only one company. and the. ords at Santa Fehigh
the Normal School and President
General
which
from
for Unfon County sheep. The highest toform a second Manchurian army to be heights' northward of it by only 2,000
Commenced at San Francisco Today
a
Odd
Light,
being
Fellow,
prominent
Davis's volume was copied have since
Session Promises to Be
price paid for wool was 17 2 cents composed of corps now being sent to mep, the air in the vicinity of Liao
been destroyed by fire. Consequently the address was very appropriate.
:
tfie
:
thousands
east.
the
far
Yang
being
by
poisoned
and
3,500,000
according
pounds'-oper pound,
Kuropatkin,
f
"Brethren and friends: We gather
wool were shipped from the county at to St. Petersburg advices, will become of unburied dead. The expenditure for his manuscript book is of priceless around this
open grave to pay our last
of
the
is
It
as
the
only
value,
duplicate
San Francisco, Call!.; Sept. 19. The these high prices, which have no com chief of both armies, but without the ammunition at Liao Yang was enor- records in
to one whom we all
formal
tribute
one
excepexistence, with
and Gen mous, the Russian artillery August 31
last ten title of commander-in-chie- f
know, and one whom we all
Sovereign Grand Lodge of Odd Fel- parison with prices of the
debook
Is
a
of
the
tion.
There
copy
eral Linevitch probably will command firing over 100,000 shots.
lows were given a public reception this years.
had learned to greatly respect and
posited in the Smithsonian Institution
The condition of the winter range the second army.
love. Indeed, his conceptions, his senmorning in the Lyceum Theater. Presat
Some
at
ago,
years
Washington.
A Second Russian Army.
ident of the day R. H. Lloyd, made a could not be better, i Sheep and cattle
timents and his deeds have placed him
Insof
the
the
of
Director
the request
fow Intmrtiiptorv remarks and intro are fat and Union Colinty has no cause
St., Petersburg, Sept. 19. Acting on
in that larger life, and all men;, who
contitution, General Davis gave his
the advice of his military advisers,
duced Mayor Scnmitz, who delivered to complain on general prosperity."
were acquainted at all with his sphere
made.
to
this
sent
have
copy
'
the address of welcome. The visiting
of
Emperor Nicholas has decidod to form
Doyles-towactivity, delighted to honor him.
"A short time ago, says the
a second Manchurian army. It will be
members were also welcomed by B. W.
L. Brad His interpretation of universal broth- Democrat,
'
formed of the corps which are being It
LInscott, Grand Master, on behalf of
Is Predicted That He Will Carry ford Prince, of Santa Fe, President of erhood was not circumscribed, was not
sent to the far east and Lieutenant
to
limited
a
class
of
but
the Grand Lodge of California. The
individuals,
the Historical Society of New Mexico,
That County by a Large Ma-- .
General Linevitch probably will be
'
sessions of thebrand Lodge promise
:
wrote to General Davis, asking him to was as broad as mankind itself. It
Jority.
to be of much interest.
given the command of the second
the fact that deposit the old manuscript book in the was to this end that he exercised hia'
56Notwithstanding
army. General Kuropatkin will be- Gfeorge P.
nom archives of that Society. The owner functions as a father and husband, as
Democratic
Money, the
J. Francisco Chaves, of That County, come,: chief of both armies, but probinee for delegate to congress is a res- of the treasure was impressed with the your friend, and as a citizen of the
Predicts a Republican Major-- ,
in which he lived. It is
ably without the title of commander-in-ch- ident of Las Vegas, San
Miguel Coun appropriateness of the request and af- community
.
ief.
Ity of Over 1,900.
It is this impending reorfor
this elimination of self,
this
reason,
consideramatter
due
the
ty will be carried for Senator W. H. ter giving
this devotion to the good of others,
ganization which seems to have led to Andrews
vol
the
to
concluded
he
tion
present
than
a
by
majority
larger
That the supporters of Rodey. will countless rumors and reports here of that
that he had interwoven his character i
given Mr. Rodey at the last elec ume to the New Mexico Society. He so
of
super-sessio- n
not
to
coats
off
their
hesitate
take
and
f
Viceroy
Kuropatkin's
ToColllsioiv-l- n
favorably with the history of New
8t. Joseph, Missouri,
to the receiving the letter
had
tion."
prior
of the
of. Senator An- Alexiff, as commander-in-chie- f
work
for
the
election
reas
Mexico
and
her
institutions.
to
By
In
decided
Will
Result
Death
of
wellfrom
was
Prince,
a
The
sneaker
John
York,
day
drews to congress, is plainly evident army, latter's resignation, etc. ,
j
.... One Person.
known lias Vegas merchant, who was deposit the book in the Museum of the on of the great distances in this counfrom the expressions of prominent ReResults in Many Casulties.
in Santa Fe yesterday with the excur- Bucks County Historical Society, but try, I have never had the opportunity
St. Petersburg, Sept 19 A dis sion from the Meadow City, which ac as the work is in Spanish and it has no to visit his late residence, but he had
publicans.' throughout the Territory.
St. Joseph, Mo., Sept. 19. Seven Those counties
which fought the hard- patch from Kuropatkin announces that
particular historical value to the coun- been a frequent visitor in ny home.
persons were Injured, one fatally, in est for Mr. Rodey's renomination, now Generals Rennenkampf and Samsonoff companied the ball team.
'During my eight years' acquaint
V
MorV
"Las Vegas proper may go to
ty, he reconsidered that decision.
a street car accident here today, glrs. that the battle ' of the convention is are
ance with him, these frequent visits ."
reconnais- ey. Thl3 is possible, because of the
conducting
the
important
Prince
past
during
E.
J.'
Pierpont, of Skidmore, Missouri, over, will undoubtedly devote those ances which have resulted in rather
was at the World's Fair, gave me an insight into his life and
jumped and sustained a fracture of splendid fighting qualities shown on heavy fighting with many casualities. fact that Mr. Money is very popular few weeksis
as one of the jurors character which I could not otherwise
Outside
home
in
of
he
where
his
the
ton.
acting
city,
She
skull.
to
'was
removed
the the floor of the convention for the elepr
the
.
Have Received
a few days he have had. I not only learned to appre- - ;
Within
will
Andrews
Mr.
the
of
have
however,
history.
hospital, and will die. The other six tion or the Republican nominee.
Ku19.
From
St
another letter, ciate his judgment and advice concern-Davis
General
Petersburg, Sept
usual Republican
majorities with a wrote
'
Injured will probably recover- .- The ac- 3 Col. J. Francisco Chaves', one of the ropatkin's
dispatch, it appears that few more added.
The vote in "Old suggesting that he send the book to ing. the - institution, for the good of ,
cident was caused by an inbound car delegates to the convention from Va General
'
,
Rennenkampff has recovered Town" will in itself offset any "major St. Louis, where it could be placed which we have both so earnestly larunning into a disabled outbound car lencia, County, which cast twelve out rrom nis wouna ana resumea me cominI
became
his
but
bored,
the
through
ity Money may secure in the city of among New Mexico's exhibits at
"
from which all the passengers'' had of fifteen votes for Mr. Rodey, and the mand of his
troops. Reconnaisances Las Vegas. Precincts 26, 64 and 5 will Exposition. ? General Davis shipped th4 fluence, almost as intimately acquaint- on
a
eteep
grade.
alighted,
man who presided over the convention disclose, an increase in the Japanese cast over 150. votes as a
Prince on Thurs ed with his affairs, as if I had been a
majority to book to
sjs temporary and permanent chair- forces.
'
After the close of the member of his own household. With'
...
the Republican nominee.. This will be day evening.
man, was asked regarding the pros..
more" than enough to take care of any World's Fair it will be taken to Santa this knowledge I do not wonder at the
Japanese Driven Back.
19. A dispatch to the majority the Democratic nominee may Fe and deposited among the most val devotion of his own family and frienda
pective Republican, vote in Valencia
London,
Sept.
" V
'
'
As a .
County.
News Agency from St. Petersburg to secure in the city. Many, however, ued treasures in the Museum of the to his interest and
We will give Senator Andrews : a day says reconnaisances .were made believe that Senator Andrews will Historical Society of New, Mexico. friend, he was steadfast and reliable.
splendid majority,' said the Colonel. towards the Japanese front and right carry Mr. Money's own town, which is General Davis's action no doubt will But no friendship,
however strong,
'
"At the last election Mr. Rodey car- flank, resulting in the Japanese being not at all
Destroys Several Large Warehouses,
meet the hearty approbation of the could influence him to deviate, from
.
Impossible.
'
? ried the county by a majority of over driven back. Russian losses, accordhis private and public obligations. 'To
Entailing a Loss of About
"Mr. Money is not popular outside members of that Society." v
1,940. This election we will not, only ing to this version, are said to be of the 'new town' and the county will
$2,000.
him a friend, who desired him to turn
equal that figure for Senator Andrews slight and it 1b not clear whether the be strong for Andrews. I do not befrom the path of rectitude was not a '
friend. On one occasion he used these '' .
Halifax, Sept 19. A dock fire which but will surpass It. We expect to gain many casualities ; referred o by Ku lieve that the Union and the Demo
"
started after midnight and was under several hundred votes in the new coun- ropatkin, were inflicted or received.
words: "What you ask I should very
Evwill
coalition.
forces
cratic
form a
control- - within three hours, broke-ou- t
ty of Torrance and this will be only ilmuch like to personally grant, but we
Drifted into a Mjne.
en if they do," many Union men will Does Much
Damage in Vicinity ef Mar- are not
19. The sole sur vote for Senator - Andrews. I heard
again today . and; destroyed several lustrative of what will occur throughdoing business for ourselves
Nagasaki,
Sept
Last
Indian
ietta,
Territory,
warehouses and other buildings. The out the old county jot Valencia.; All vivor of the British bark Lucia, which yesterday that a conference between
.':! '
but for the public, and therefore the
loss is now placed at $2,000. Those Republicans will work together to a was sunk off Port Arthur by striking a the two parties had resulted unfavor
affairs of this institution must be er-most affected by the- - fire were Black common end for another triumph of mine, has arrived here. ; He relat3 ably to a merger and that the Unionecuted according to correct business'
Ardmore, I. T., Sept 19. A severe
Brothers & Company, hardware; the principles of the great Republican that the Lucia was on the way from ists will put an independent ticket in
,
which swept over Marietta, principles.' :
:
;
iBryant & McDonald, wholesale tea party. :
J" " v Shanghai to New Chwang , when she the field. This will take many Demo windstorm
more than fifty years he had , t
"For
last
town
small
of
south
night,
here,
r'"ssaiBWse"awSssBBBpi
merchants, and Thomas Fordham &
became becalmed off Port Arthur at 3 cratic votes from Mr. Money and will a
held public positions almost contmo-;
resulted in the death of Thomas Rose,
Company, sail makers. The insurance
'
$25 to California, one way, daily, o'clock on the morning of September not at all affect Mr. Andrews.
the experience of which so em- - .'- ously,
15
Two
other
persons
years.
Is estimated at about
s
of September 15 to October 15. Good in 10th. She was drifting helplessly when "The nomination of Senator An- aged
him
fitted
for
,' 7--:
official
affaiw.
;
inently
and much dam- His
the loss.
;
v
Tourist Sleepers, berth rate extra. For she ran onto a mine about ten miles drews has been very favorably receiv- were fatally injured
knowledge of legal and clerical"
to
;, j
"
further Information ask H. S. Lutz, off Port Arthur, and was sunk by the ed in San Miguel County and the Re- age was done property.
forms, his indomintable courage,
)
'
Cloudcroft, "Nature's Roof Garden." agent Santa Fe Route, Santa Fe, New explosion. A previous dispatch from publicans will give the nominee a
consecration to duty, his more than
Season June 18 to September $0, 1904. Mexico.
Lu:,
see.
It
and
was
the
on
Continued
it
Advertising p&r. Try
NagMkat says
supposed
large majority."
,
Page Eight.
t,,;

Rome Assumes Its Normal As
pect as Result of Workmen's

?7v

y

UNION COUNTY

FOR ANDREWS

.

'

J--

THE DAVIS
MANUSCRIPTS

WILL ORGANIZE
SECOND ARMY

YOUNG COUPLE
DIE TOGETHER

,

Czar Thinks Situation it par East

,

Demands Another Large
Also Receiving Heavy
at the Front.

7

Re-Enforcem-

ents

1

?

;

.

NATIONAL MEET
ING ODDFELLOWS

'

1--

-

"

1

ANDREWS STRONG

IN SAN MIGUEL

,

n

.

ANDREWS WILL
CARRY VALENCIA

--

FATAL STREET
CAR ACCIDENT

S

;

'

.

-

:

--

.

LARGE FIRE
AT HALIFAX

well-bein-

;

g.

-

:

WINDSTORM.

.

,

,

.

"
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-

.'V
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.

.

U

1
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, September

"I had scrofula and
erysipelas for. eighteen years, until I

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE EXHIBITS
,
FOR THE FAIR.
The citizens in the Estancia Valley
on the Santa Fe Central Railway, who
PRINTING
THE NEW MEXICAN
have been there but a year, have rais
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
ed large crops of magnificent veget
ables thi3
despite the very severe Of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discov
MAX. FROST
...Editor drouth of year
Mr. Hilery Koons, of Queens,
the spring and early sum- ery," writes
W. Va. "When I commenced to take
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
mer. They have now gathered a col thw
medicine I weighed one . hundred
Manager and Associate Editor. lection of these to be sent as an ex and thirty pounds.
I have taken six
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
hibit from the valley to the St. Louis bottles of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Secretary and Treasurar; Exposition. They are correct and Discovery and three vials of his ' Pleas
timely in this act. Right here is the ant Pellets,' and am glad to say I feel
Entered as Second Class matter at time and place to call attention of the like a new man. e I now wetgn one bun
and seventy-fivpound. When I
the Santa Fe Postoffice.
farmers and fruit growers of the Ter dled
had used one bottle of the medicine I
should
and
that
collect
they
could feel it was helping me. I realize
ritory
prepare specimens or fruits and veg Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25 etables and pack and ship them at m the best medicine on eartn,"
Daily, per week, by carrier
once to the New Mexico exhibit at the
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis
00
carrier
....$1
Otily, per month, by
Purchase .Exposition. Al covery purines the blood and en
75 Louisiana
Daily, per month, by mail.
7 50 though this has not been a very favor
tirely eradicates the poisons that
Tally, one year by mail
4 00 able year in the agricultural and hor breed and feed disease,
IT.uily, six months, by mail
it cures
,aily, three months, by mail.... 2 00 ticultural lines in the Territory, never scrofula, eczema, erysipelas, boils,
2 00 theless grand and extensive collec
Weekly, per year
pimples and other eruptions that
1 00 tions can yet be secured and sent to mar
Weekly, six months....
and scar tne sun. Jtmre diooci
75 the World's Fair town. It is not too fe
Weekly, per Quarter
to rood health. The
essential
95 late and much in that line, could and
97eekly. per month
run-dowdebilitated con
weak,
now
first
until the
should be done from
so
dition
which
many
people ex
of November.
Eddy County peaches
The New Mexican is the oldest have received the first prize at the perience is commonly the effect of
swspaper in New Mexico. It is sent World's Fair this
and Roswell impure blood. Dr. Pierce's Golden
to every postoffice in the Territory, and Chaves County year
is among the Medical Discovery not only cleanses
fruit
nd has a larg" and growing circulavery finest and best exhibited. Other the blood of impurities, but it in
tion among the intelligent and pro- counties
in the Territory, namely San creases the activity of the blood- gressive people of the Southwest
Santa
Fe, Dona Ana, Rio Ar- makine elands, and it enriches the
Juan,
riba, Colfax and others were the fin body with an abundant supply of
est of fruits are raised, should delay pure, rich blood.
UNION
not a minute, but get to work, collect
Frbb. Dr. Pierce's Common
specimens of fruit, cereals and veget Sense Medical Adviser is sent free
ables raised this year and send them
on receipt of stamps to pay expense
"I DO NOT UNDERSTAND YOU forthwith to augment and Increase the of
mailing: Only, bend 21 one-ceNEW MEXICO PEOPLEl. NONE OF Pecos Valley exhibits already there
for the book m paper covers,
stamos
YOU SHOULD BE WILLING TO AC There Is still time. Get up and be
for the cloth-boun- d
or
stamps
,31
AS
YOU
CEPT JOINT STATEHOOD,
doing!
Dr. K. V. Jfierce,
Address
volume.
WILL GET SINGLE STATEHOOD
Buffalo N. V
v
JUST AS SOON AS JOINT STATE THE CITY'S INTERESTS SHOULD
HOOD. MAKE YOUR FIGHT ON
BE GUARDED.
T
W. H. Andrews, "the man who does
THE SINGLE STATEHOOD LINE: I
It is reported that the Colorado Tel things," will be elected delegate from
WILL HELP YOU HERE AND IN
REMARKS OF AN ephone Company is desirous of extend New Mexico to the 59th Congress. His
WASHINGTON!"
e
telephone lines election will not only benefit the people
MEMBER OF THE ing its
INFLUENTIAL
to
Las
this
from
Vegas
city and to Al of the Territory from a political stand
IN
RESOLUTIONS
ON
COMMITTEE
This, the New Mexican
THE CHICAGO REPUBLICAN CON- buquerque.
point, but also from a business view,
VENTION. THIS MAN HOLDS ONE hopes, will prove true as such connec as, should he be elected, he will be en
OF THE MOST IMPORTANT PUB- tion would prove of benefit to the bus abled to attract more business enter
LIC POSITIONS IN HIS STATE AND iness interests! of this city and of the prises and a greater investment of capi
18 PROMINENT AND STRONG IN two towns named. It is also said that tal into New Mexico. He has
already
the company will ask for a franchise
THE NATION'S CAPITAL.
millions of dollars into this
brought
for a local exchange. Should this be
See the 120 miles of the
the case, the city council should not Territory.
THEIR CLAIMS NOT BORNE OUT act too hastily, . but consider this mat Santa Fe Central Railway now in op
eration and he will do much more in
BY FACTS.
ter carefully and should not give away
Since the nomination of Judge Park- a valuable franchise for a mess of pot that line' in the coming two years.
er, the Democratic leaders, the New tage. The charge for telephones in
The traveling auditor's law, which
York pleutocratic newspapers and the this city at this time is not too lowt
has been on the statutes about a year
New
in
sheets
Eng and unless benefit for the communi
antWmperialist
has been well adminis
and one-halland have declared with one accord. ty can
by giving the Colo
that in order to be successful the Dem- rado Telephone Company a local fran tered andhas proven during that time
ocratic party must gain votes in the chise, it should not be done. This city 01 great ueneui iu me iiunesL lax-paAtlantic coast states north of Mary has given away too much in that line ers and to the treasury of the Terriland, and is doing so especially in New and the interests of the community, tory. There are a few points therein
York, New Jersey and New England the property owners, tax payers and which should be improved by the
"This claim, which was heralded to be citizens in general have not been pro 36th legislative assembly in order to
a fact, has been knocked Into splinters tected as they should have been and make it work more harmoniously
and more effectively. This will no
by the result of the recent elections in as they deserve. The New Mexican
Vermont and Maine. In studying the would welcome a second telephone ex doubt be done. The law has come to
, ,
returns there is not found the least change in this city, but not at the ex. stay.
fact that the claim is good in the New pense of the citizens and of the town.
Advices from Las Vegas are to the
England states, and from what is go Sooner or later, the existing system effect
that the Republican party In
on
New
in
York
New
and
ing
Jersey, and the one it is said the Colorado Tel San
County is now in better
Miguel
it is not believed that it is well found ephone Company will put in would
d there. The Kansas City Star, an consolidate and prices for instruments condition than, it has been for years
and a very handsome majority may be
independent
paper of Democratic would soar as does the traditional
Senator Andrews and the
tendencies, but which, in this cam eagle. Hence caution and due consid expected for
Republican
legislative , and county
the Roosevelt and eration of the project should be the
paign, supports
Fairbanks ticket, comments upon the ule of the city administration, should tickets. This is gratifying news, es
result in Maine last Monday saying an application for a local franchise be pecially as it is on a very substantial
basis. The indications for a grand
that the returns from yesterday's elea filed.
Republican victory in November next
tlon in Maine confirm the indications
or. the increase.
are
Reof the Vermont election that the
NEW IRRIGATION SYSTEM IN THE
publican strength of the east, at least
SAN JUAN VALLEY.
The people of the Territory of New
of New England, will be about the
A
corps of engineers under the direc- - Mexico desire to live in the state of
same this year as four years ago. As
for ao- in the case of Vermont, the plurality tion of the reclamation serylce of the pew Mexico ana tneir-cnancso
next
thFee
are
within
the
lhg
of
division
years
the
Department
in Maine was about the same as that irrigation
of four years ago, but on a larger vote. of the Interior is getting ready to make brighter than ever before. Senator An
Both parties were successful in get extensive explorations and investiga drews' election to be delegate from
New Mexico will aid them materially
ting out their adherents in large num tions in northern San Juan County in in their desire.
in
southwestern
and
this
vote
Territory
bers, the total
being the largest
Colorado for the purpose of obtaining
of any state election since 1S88. '
The county of Santa Fe has made an
The noteworthy thing about the reliable data for the construction of
financial record of late, es
enviable
in
these
dam
reservoir
systems
and
Maine election returns is that while
both parties have made gains in the sections. It i .believed that favorable pecially during the past four years
number of votes cast there Is nothing results will bo obtained and that it will This is another proof that small coua
reservoirs ties are more easily, more honestly
in the returns, sd far as received, to be found that several
and more economically governed than
be
constructed
can
and
dams
indicate that there has been any
ones.
large
change of consequence from the Re- which will save and store many mil
for
water
of
lions
of
acre
feet
to
Democratic
column.
irrigation
the
It
publican
must be remembered that the vote of purposes and, if built, will bring nun
How's This?
four years ago was on the Bryan and dred of thousands of acres in northern IVa OfPfli Oiib Hundred Dollar! Reward for
case of Catarrh that cannot De cureo. Dy
issue. The east was strong-- San Juan County under irrigation and any
.
Hall catarrn jure.
.
F. J. UHBNKY W.. Toledo, u.
ly opposed to the Nebraska leader, cultivation. That section of New Mex
V. 3
known
have
nndnrsiarned.
Wa.
and the Republican vote was above ico Is one of the best from an agricul Cheneythe
for the last 15 years, and believe him
filltransacnormal. It must be exceedingly dis tural standpoint and it is rapidly
perfectly honorable in all business
able to carry out any
tions and
couraging to the Democratic leaders ing up with an excellent class of set obligationsfinancially
made by this arm.
W
a J0KVIR,
ItlNH
AMINO.
stoa
in
to find that Judge Parker and the new tlers. It is growing
popula
ily
Wholesale Drnsrelsts. Toledo. O,
platform show no more drawing pow tion, in wealth and in advancement Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally.
directly upon the blood and mucous
er than was shown by Bryan and the and with the construction of the!con acting
surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent
Kansas City platform, even in the templated reservoirs and dams will be free. Price 75 cents
per bottle, bold by all
east, where, it is admitted, great gains fully able to" support ten times the lake nail's. family ruts tor constipation
must be made over the Democratic population it now has, which is estt
vote of 1900 to give the least possible mated at about 8,000. Verily, it is pro
notice for TuMicattoa.
chance of success.
ving a lucky portion of theTerrltor!al
(Homestead Entry No. 7679 J
t
domain.
Dei"aktment of xmb Ihtebior.
, DESERVED COMPLIMENT FOR
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.i Sept. 15, 1904
DELEGATE RODEY.
Notice ia hereby riven that the following'
namea seiner nas juea notice 01 nis inten
The esteemed Albuquerque Citizen THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE tion
to make final proof In support of his
TWO PLATFORMS.
in a recent issue pays Delegate Rodey
claim, and that, said proof will be made be
or receiver at Santa Fe. a.
fore
recister
The declaration of principles by M.. ontheOct.
the following deserved compliment:
28. 1804. via : Cosme D. Carrillo for
3
4,
Lots
and
the
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nj$ umM., section 86, towndefeated for the Republicans of New Mexico,
"Delegate Rodey
18 north, range 10 east. He names
for delegate to congress adopted in their Territorial Conven- ship
to prove his contiwitnesses
the following
residence upon and cultivation of said
by a combination of unusual circum- tion last Monday, is straightforward, nuous
Octaviano
via:
Rodriguez, Nicolas
stances and conditions. His over con- square and to the point. The desires land,
Baca. Pedro G. Ortiz. Luciano Ortiz all of
fidence helped to his defeat He rest- and demands of the people of the Ter- Santa ire, N. a.
HUUiL u. uiBHO. Kegister, .
ed in the belief that his services to the ritory are vofeed courageously, intel
ligently and without fear. The plat
Territory entitled him to a
Hen
He failed to recognize the solid form of the New Mexico Democrats,
who find themselves declining in phy.
fact that politicians as well as repub- on the other hand, is just about as sical or mental endurance from
wishy-washlics are ungrateful."
and as meaningless as it cause need a nerve tonic. If any
you
with
can well be, except the abuse of the
"He will retire from Congress
knew how costly are delays in the
the respect of the entire territory. His Territorial administration and the rirecord Is clean, honest, and able. He diculous charges made against it. matter of treating such debility, you
would at once begin the use of Pal mo
will have nothing to regret and noth- Even these are so
and so
Tablets.
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They make you look and
said
be
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can
untrue
cannot
that they
against
manifestly
ing
1
;
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fecj years younger. 60 cents. Book
and will not attract any Republican
public career."
Free.
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voters to the Democratic ticket; on
The Democratic yellow papers of the other hand, many Democrats all
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;
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for
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Senator
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Reduced rates from all soints all the
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of
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Ter
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good
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WINES, UQUOS3
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EUGENE A. F1SKE,

" District Court Practice

BENJAMIN M. READ,

anti-Brya-

n

,

tania

Office Sena Block.

WILLIAM

THE FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

Arc

H. H. LLEWELLYN
.

'

CHAS. F. EASLET.
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, i:. M
Land and mining business a specialty,y
E.-C-

eewTwwwwa'wsje)ea'a'e

.

ABBOTT,
.

Attorney-at-Law-

'

Practices in the District and 8
preme Courts. Prompt and careful a
tention given to all business.
District Attorney for
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and
Saa
Juan. Santa Fe. N. if.
,

United States Designated Depositary.

i

EDWARD C. WADH,
Attorney-at-Law-

If

I

AM Ttueugho,

The Palace Hotel
W

J"

FRANK W. CLANCY,

'

w.

Attorney-at-La-

WILLIAM VAOOHN, PROP.

Judicial District)
(District Attorney
Practices in the District Courts aid
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States SuprttM
2d

Lcrg Sample Doom for Commercial JQt

New Mexico

Csata Fe

.

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patent!
a specialty."
LAS CRUCES,
NEW MEXICO,

Cuisine and Table
Service UMiaelltd

and Refu

Court In Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.
'

A. B.

RENEHAN,

Attorney-at-La-

w.

Practices la the Supreme and Dlatrtsf
Court. Mining and Land Law a special.
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena BuUdlag, Sal
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

i,

Excerpt from the Dictionary of the

Equitable Life Assurance Society

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
,. Osteopath.
No. 101 Palace Avenue.
Successfully- - treats acute and chroais
disease without drugs er medicines.
No Charge for. Consultation.
Hours:
p. m. Phone 1S1
m.,

c

An influx of moiey to the end-i- t
AFFLUENCE,
of one who applies a small portion of income to an
Equitable Life Insurance Policyt

2-- 5

2

'

2 Abundance of property; wealth

DENTISTS

"An old age of elegance Affluence and ease."

DR. C. N. LORD.

Kaha Block, over Spits' Jewelry
Store. South Side of Plaza. '

Office,

Secure it now and save regrets in your
old age.
A-

CO. HARRISON,

D.' D. &,

Fischer's Drug Store.
,On the Plasa.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Office: Over

-

90 per cent of the business ventures fail,
A policy in the EQUITABLE may save you.

Civil Engineers

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
i
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,

Irrigation. Work a Specialty.

TJ.

MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent.

O. A. COLLINS,
and Irrigation Engineer,.
Surveying and Mapping.
Estimates Furnished.
112 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
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A. P. HOGLE
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NOTARY PUBLIC, STENOGRAPHER
AND TYPEWRITER.
TRANSr
LATIONS
From Spanish 'into English and from
English into Spanish carefully made.'
Office West Side of Plaza.'
FRANCISCO DBLGADO,
'
'
Santa Fe, N. M.

ARCHITECTS
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NOW IN ITS 39m YEAR
Th leading mining; periodical of the
world, with tha strongest editorial staff of
any technical publication.
Subscription U.N tC year (including- "aT. S,, Canadian, Mexican
postage.)
Sample copy free. Send for Book Catalogue,
Tbb EfflUNEERwa aw5 Mnnq Journal

B
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Office,
planned and superintended..Montoya Building, Plaza, Las 'Vegas.
-

WIS Be Pound a Poll Line of Table Wines for Family Trade,
'
Orders by Telephone MD Be Promptly Puled
1
t

Santa Fe.

AV

Architects and Civil Engineer.
' Maps and .survey made, buildings
and construction work; of all kind

at "OUR PLACE"
Prop.

Typewriting.

Stenography and Typewriting. v
... Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. U,
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. ' Residence Phone 151
-
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Civil
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S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.
.

Santa Fe, N. M

102 Chapelle St.,
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Palace

Las Craces, New Mexico,
ptatrlct attorney for Dona Ana. Otera.
Grant, Luna and Sierra Countiei
Third Judicial District

tAUTA FE, KEW
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Fe, N. M.

Attorney-at-Law-
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RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Phone 66.
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EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
In the Capitol.
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Attorney at Law.
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DON'T OVERLOOK THIS.
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SCIENTIFIC EMDALf.lCJO
Careful Perusal Will Prove Its
Value to Every Santa Fe Reader.
RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
The average man Is a doubter, and
At tar
A carload of machinery, consisting there is little
wonder that this is so.
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drills
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Tha Latest Scientific Methods of
Tbeee fuming lands with perpetual water rights are now being offer
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Two more rich strikes are reported reader:
ail kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.'
Uacatn Areaiw. West SUe Plaza. Scats Fe, New ftexica,
from the Eliaabethtown District. The
Juan A. Ortega,
of
first strike was made in the Deep Tun Loma street, says: "If all troubled with
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
'')
:
nel at Elizabethtown and the ore val- pain in the back have that annoyance
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the goM
ues range from $1,800 to $10,000. The ended as quickly as the use of Doan's
j
Mining districts of Ellzabethtown and Baldy,; where Important mineral
ore is petzite and resembles that of Kidney Pills procured
at Ireland's
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated ground may aw
the rich strike recently made on the Pharmacy ended mine then backache
made uDder the mining regulations of the company, which are as fav
Independence on Bitter Creek, near due to kidney complaint would cease to
able to the prospector as the U. 8. government laws.
Red River, Taos County. The Deep have any terrors for users of this very
Tunnel is in Baldy Mountain between strengthening and curative prepara
Near Baton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of ta
FINi MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
Baton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be fonnd at
1,300 and 1,400 feet and the vein of ore tion. No one in Santa Fe needs be the
good wages for any wishing to work daring the seasons that farming w
in
is
which
six
feet
width, least dubious about using Toan's Kidfully
struck,
'
prospecting can not be successfully done.
was cut at a depth from the surface of ney Pills If they require a medicine to
For particulars and advertising matter apply to
about 900 feet. This isi the deepest wash, purify and strengthen their kid'
working ever made in the Elizabeth' neys."
town District and the flow of water is
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.'
so great that some difficulty will be Foster Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. T., sole
RATON. NEW MEXICO
experienced to get out the ore.
agent's for the United States. Remem
The other strike was made On Goose ber the name, Doan's, and take no
Creek. It is a large body of sylvanite
and is located six miles from Eliza
it X;
bethtown.
NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR.
GRANT COUNTY.
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For
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Granite
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mining company operating
Gap, was painfully injured by a gaso will be $2.65 for the round trip, dates o
WHOLESALE AND RET All,
line explosistt caused by a leaking gas-- 1 sale October 9th to 14th inclusive, good
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eral tons of rich gold ore from his
Emergency Medicines.
Gold Hill property.
is
a
It
great convenience to have at
X.
Your order will receive prbmpt and careful attention.
CONCENTRATES.
hand reliable remedies for use in
The gypsum industry is carried on cases of accident and for slight injur
t
o
states and ies and ailments. A good liniment and
Phone1 No. 88 commercially in twenty-twOFFICE: Garfield Avenue; Near A. T. & 8. F. Depot isss
territories, which, named in the order one that is becoming a favorite if not
L4. v,of their importance as producers, are a household necessity is Chamberlain's
Michigan, New York, Iowa, Texas, Pain Balm. By applying it promptly
Ohio, Oklahoma, Kansas, Wyoming, to a cut, bruise or burn it allays the
"RIGHT UP TO NOW"
Colorado, Utah, Virginia, California, nain and causes t.hn iniurv to hpa.l in
South Dakota, Nevada, Montana, Ore about one-thir- d
tim"
re
the
usually
gon and New Mexico. The five other quired, and aa it is an anticeptie, it
states concerned in the industry do prevents any danger of blood poison
GO TO C0I(0JVAD0 TEfJT CITY
not
produce gypsum, but contain large ing. When pain Balm is kept at hand
E.
GEORGE
ELLIS, Proprietor.
plants to which the raw material is a sprain may be treated before inflamaCoronado Tent City is the "wonder of the Pacific Coast The climate la
and at .which it is converted tion sets in, which, insures a quick re
shipped
and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only fire-prointo wall plaster and plaster of paris covery. For sale by all druggists.
perfect, the Camp is healthful, the tents are comfortable, and there is plen.Gypsum to the value of $467,597 was
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing;
ty to eat. There are a great many other attractions at Coronado, and along
A Place to Go.
imported into the United States dur
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything; up to date. FirBt-claMexico
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1903,
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Take
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although
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the line of the Santa 'e, tickets are on sale Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat- m
have furnished gypsum alone to sup a change, occasionally. They will en
onnedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men ?
urdays, round trip from Santa Fe, $41.90. For further particulars see Santa
ply the world. It came chiefly from joy it.
Nova Scotia and entered the ports of
Fe agents.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
the New England and northern Atlan
No tie s for Fabllcation.
tic states. A considerable amount has
(Homestead Entry No. 7610.)
receive at San Francisco from
Department or ihi Intebiob.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Balldlns been
Land Offlca at Santa Fa. N. M.. Aus. 27. 1904
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Mexico.
Notice Is hereby eiven that the following
COJLNBK. PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO 8TRBBT.
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lettler bai sled notice or bit intention
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net profits.
v Manuel K.Utero. Register.
The highest mountain in United
Sour Stomach.
States territory is Mount McKinley, in
When the quantity of food taken is
Alaska, which has an elevation of 20,'
too large or the quality too rich, tsour
460 feet above sea level.
SOLK AGK1TT
It is possible to. build mills and smel stomach is likely to follow, and esters quicker than one can open up ore pecially so if the digestion has been
Grain, Float and Potatoes
to keep them running. Therefore, look weakened by constipation. Eat slowStationery,
to the development of the mine,
ly and not too freely of easily digested
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS
food. Masticate the food thoroughly.
Do not judge a vein by the peculiar
jt jt jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLEt
'
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
ity of other veins. A miner must judge Let five hours Alapse between meals,
....
PBOMPT ATTENTION GIVEN HAIJL ORDERS.
the vein in which he is working, solely and when you feel a fullness and
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by the special indications before him weight in the region of the stomach
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eating,
SANTA FE. N. M.
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It is interesting to note that the
nronortion of crude gypsum calcined I with kidney disease and neither doc- to the total crude production rose fromNltors nor medicines gave him relief. At
n nar rant in 1901 to ahont S3 ner length he tried Electric Bitters. It
Short Orders a Specialty. All the Delicacies of the Season. Open Day and Night.
x
.
AU Kinds of Building Material
cent in 1902 and about 86 per cent in Put him on his feet in- snort order and
2r Meals for $4.50.
Rejolar Meals 25 Cents.
:
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on
road
the
1903. buie the total production In 1903 &ow he testifies: Tm
G.
LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor
CORD AND S10VE WOOD EXTRA DRY AXD CUT TO FIT YffUR STOVE
was more than the total crude pro- - complete recovery." Hest on earth for
ver and KMney trouBles and au lorms
--r
duction of 1901 by about 108.000 tons.
1
fI
is also worthy of note that the val of stomach and bowel complaints. Only
It
J
Co.
50c.
'
Fischer
Guaranteed
Drug
J
by
'.
'
ue per ton of the calcined gypsum
PeliTered to any part of the City.
,
rose from $3.31 in 1901 to $4.77 In 1903
v'
M AMUFACTUKSR OF
'
When you go to the Fair at Albu
TRAK8FE1'AND
The tendency is to use detonators of
1
one
of
to
V.
those
take
fail
don't
querque
W Had Everyttln that h Movible.
than
Caps
,
formerly,
higher strength
t
the
of four X (XXXX) and five X are not fine oyster loafs with you from
'
Bon
Ton.
Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos,
high-grad- e
h one
with.
.The
35 Santa Fe
met
infrequently
.'
DBALU IN
caps insure a more perfect decompos
with
When
troubled
constipation
ltlon of the nitroglycerine than the
and Hand Painted Cklaa- Hatches, Clocks,
e
caps. As the expense of the try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Repairing of iaa watchw aa4 Jowty watt apwialty.
,
They are easy to take and
powder rand fuse used is so much Tablets.
Greater than the cans it must be ob produce no griping or other unpleasant.
;
vious that we cau use more expensive I effect. For sale by all druggists.
caps and yet economize in our mining
247 Ssa FrandsM
Oysters are now at their prime. Call
work. The use of high-grad- e
caps is
Brands
of
Bon
them
at
Ton.
in
and
the
the
handle
We
leading
try
especially desirable in wet mines or in
"
a cold climate.
KENTUCKY BOURBONS ' r
Notice for Publication
and PENNSYLVANIA RYES
Homestead Entry No. 5,221.)
Publication.
for
Notice
,
D8PAKTMBNT OF THU INTKBTOB.
' Gooda bought in bond, parity guaranteed. ,
.
(Homestead Entry No. 53t2.)
I.und Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. A lie. 191004.
, DaPARTMBirr or thb Itkkio.
BOOHS, STATIQJIEHY,
AGAZIflES, PERIODICALS.
Notice Is hereby arivn that the follow inn
PURE CALIFORNIA WINES. IMPORTED
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M . Sept. 9. 1904. I named settler has filed notice of hie intention
'
Nnttee is hereby iriven that the fnllowinff to mske final
in support of his claim.
i
Readquarters for
TOBACCOS
named settler has filed notice of his intention I and that said proof
DOMESTIC CIGARS
be made before the
proof will Santa
to make a final proof in support of his claim, I Register or- Receiver
N.
Hi.
on
Fe,
at
tne I
anatnat oraiaprooiwm oemade Derore
180. Via: Albino Uonaales for the
; Our Club Roomg are
Large, Comfortable and Airy.
u
u i7,
Fn. N. M.. on I Sept.
reoeivor at 8an
lnta S nH a moinn m
register
Oct. 19th, 1904, via s Kumaldo Sandobal for the townshio 16. north, rang-- 12 eat. He names
eVi nM. nH sett. section 27. township Hnopth,
AIDERS CO, TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
the following witnesses to pro his couti- nwKe9eaat, Henamesthefollowine witnesses nuous residence upon and cultivation of said
bia
: Gnadalup Roibal, Iaidro Klbera,
eontlBuntts residence npon and land.
to prove
d
cultivation of M land. viK Demetrlo Quln- - piacidoiiinsOjo,
aoS Satt Francisco St.
Cesario tujsnall of Peeos,
4 ' Francisco t.
,
Telephone Ho. 94.
Santa Fe. N. M,
MAMtmii B. Ouaoi Bogfatar.
taca all of GaUstoo, N, H.;
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ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY

IN OUR BUSINESS CAREER TO PLEASE ALL

Never Equalled Before In Santa Fe

SPECIAL SUMMER CLEARING SALE
Every Article A GREAT BARGAIN

We

TIE

SUIT YOU'RE

LOOG

must sell oiir stock'bf SUMMER GOODS in order to make room
for our NEW FALL AND WNTER STOCK hence

FOR!

DON'T HISS THIS CHANCE
e
and
Every article is Stylish,
Call and ask to see them:

We're positive IT'S HERE. We've Suits vou cao put right on, wear away,
and be proud of your appearance. Our Suits look right and are right in every
way. Handsome in fabric, stylish in cut, faultless in fit, and withal at a reasonable price. It Isn't every store that can match up to these requirements-no- t
'
If you by your Fall Suit here, you 11 get sometning,
by a lon shot.--

S

Out of the Ordinary Rut
Brown Mixtures
or Double

are showing the

new

Breasted; styles'
,"' r. arrow collars and lapels well formed shoulders and handsomely tailored.
$17.50 Of $33.50 Suits for the man with a conservative taste or $25. to $45. for Suit elegance,
We

Trousers cut correctly.

Well-Mad-

in Single

ELI WW BROS.

CD.
P. O. BOX 219

TELEPHONE 36

WHOLESALE and RETAIL DRY GOODS.

: PERSONAL MENTION

J

JEWELRY

PIAMONDSI

ate

THE LOWEST PRICED HduSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE GOODS!"

-

.Nfe the Samnles JJisoiavea in our Yrinnmr

Up-to-D-

Miss Manuelita Martinez, of Santa Fe, the. young ladies were wondering how
which takes place some time next to reach Santa Fe, two miles away
week. Their sister, Miss Sarah S. de with a horse and a broken down buggy
Essi, will feave for Santa Fe tomor- on their hands when a friendly citizen
row. Las Vegas 6ptic.
passed their way and offered bis as- istsance.
The party arrive din Santa
J.
Clinton
Crandall,
Superintendent
of the United States Indian Industrial Fe in two sections, somewhat delayed
School, was transacting busiensa in Al- but with good nature still apparent.
A party of young people yesterday
buquerque yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Brown and two visited the points of interest along the
sons, of Socorroj left today via El Paso Scenic Route. They journeyed about
for St. Louis, where they will visit the 15 miles to the top of the Dalton Di- -'
World's Fair and where they will re vide and report the scenery unsur
main for two or three weeks.
passed anywhere. Those in the party
Mr.s George W. Taylor, of Albu were: the Misses Erhardt, Mrs. BaldMiss McDaniei,
querque, who was in the city yesterday win, of; Sunmount;
Messrs.
of SunHurdon,
Pierce,
Riley,
for
this
left
friends,
morning
visiting
Messrs.
B.
and
Manuel
Oteno
mount,
a
Taos, where she will. remain for few
'
and S. S. Wrightsman.
weeks visiting her brother-in-law- .
Mrs. T. B. Catron did not leave this
James S. Duncan, chairman of the
forenoon' for St. Louis, as expected. Board of Equalization, returned to this- Mrs. Catron will be at home tomorrow city last night, after attending the funafternoon at her residence on Grant eral of the late Francisco A. Manzan- Avenue, assisted by Mrs.' Alfred M. ares at Las Vegas. Mr. Duncan says
the funeral of the former delegate to
Bergere and Miss Nina Otero.
General Manager Arthur G. Wells, congress was one of the largest and
6t the Santa Fe Pacific and California most imposing sights he had ever witCoast lines of the Santa Fe Railway nessed. Not a carriage was to be seSystem, who ha3 been in Albuauerque cured in Las Vegas, so great had been
on official business, returned to his Los the demand of thqse who desired to
pay this last tribute to the departed.'
Angeles headquarters yesterday.
Services were held first atthe former
Gilbert M. McWhirter, a merchant'
residence of the deceased and then
from Iron Mountain, Michigan, arrived
in Santa Fe yesterday,- - accompanied by the remains were taken to the Estancia Catholic church where the general"
his sister, Miss Mary McWhirter, who
public
participated inline solemn cer- will become a resident of Sunmount

-

X
7?
Si
emonies over the dead. The remains
were then taken to the Catholic cemetery and further services held before
final interment.
,
:

For the' Colorado and New Mexico
Fair, at Durango, Colo., Seut. 28th, 29th
and 30
the Denver & Rio Grande
will sell round trip tickets from Santa
Fe for $13.15, final return limit Oct.
3d. For further information apply to
B'. W. Robbins,
Traveling Freight and
Passenger Agent, Santa Fe. N. M.

Dr J. L. Norris, of Bstancia, is in
the city on professional business,
G. A. Leainy, a shoe salesman from
St. Louis, is in the city on business.
.
S. L. Biglow, a Chicago pafnt sales-man"
" called on the local trade today!
.
SILVERWARE,
G. L. Erhard, of an Omaha Packing
1
company, is in Santa Fe on business.
AI.L KJOtSS OF DB8MMS IV
Max. Baer a well known Denver
JmI"" Fob Chains,
commercial traveler, is in the Capital
Neck
Chains,
filigree
Keeps foil line of Wash Em
City on business.
filigree Souvenir Spoons,
W. J. Luca, Santa Fe agent at Las
broidery Silks, Battenbery
Filigree Brooch Pint.
Vegas, accompanied the excursion to
Braids,
Thread, etc., etc. '
this city yesterday.
t Filigree Bracelets,
Wool for Knitting and Crocheting:
J. W. Records, master mechanic of
Filigree Card Cttea,
Shawls and various pretty
Fe Central, is in the city on
Santa
the
.
,
Articles.
I
I
business, from Estancia.
Csatli Side Plaza - Santa P
J. A. Wood, a mining man from the
INFANTS anCHTLDS
Golden District, spent the day in town
WOOLEN
VESTS.
looking after business affairs.
'
Mrs. Frank Bond and children re
BABY BONNETS
IN FICT BEST k MOST
-turned to Espanola Saturday, after a
"
DESIRABLY
LINE OF MILLINERY
visit to the enticing circus grounds.
256 SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
ALWAYS
TO
BE
FOUND
THERE
J. W. Raynolds, Secretary . of . the
We Always Keep Complete Line of
Territory, returned . Saturday night
aiid. see for
from a visit, to Pastoria on personal
. .
business.
v SOUTH
ER
PLAZA
A. C Padley, of the Santa Fe Cenf
Tent
wintw
the
City
during
months.
tral surveying corps, arrived in the
Alfred S. Kohn, of Chicago, is in the
city yesterday and is a guest at the
and may locate in New Mexico.
city
Claire.
,' ;
Dun rancisco OL.
Telephone 26.
He is' a newspaper man, and although u
Boiled and Smoked Ham.
4 Fresh Sausage of all Kinds.
C H. Moore, a well known traveling
has
been
in
young
jourquite
engaged
man from San Francisco, left accom
-nalism in Freeport, Illinois, Escanaba,
Breakfast and Salt Bacon, g
Corn Beef, Pickled Pork. panied by his wife,
for Las Vegas this
Michigan, and Chicago for many years.
morning.
George P. Money, of Las Vegas,
Colonel J. Franco Chaves, superinnominee for delegate to
tendent . of public instruction, will Democratic)was in Taos
congress,
today aikl at
leave for Albuquerque on a short bus
tended a meeting of "the Democratic-Independeiness visit tonight.
Republican county con
Mrs. Joseph Hersch ha3 returned vention in that town.
Headquarters For
D E "p V
CO
from a trip to St. Louis, where she vis
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, of Las
ited the many points of interest at the
Cruces, who has been In the city for
Chickens
Hens
and
on
Hand.
World's Fair.
Always
Spring
several days on personal and political
Miss Nina Otero will leave about the businessleft last night for Silver City,
FRESH KILLED AND DRESSED TO ORDER.
first of October for St. Louis, where where he will remain for several days
Try a Jar of
she will visit friends andview the before going to his home at Las CruWorld's Fair.
'..
ces.
GRAPE FRDIT0TE OB OBflllGEflTE
Hcrry Coors, son of Henry G. Coors.
Allan G. Fletcher left vesterdav
of Las Vegas, ha3 gone, to Ann Arbor, morning via the Santa Fe Central for
POUI,TRY EVERY WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
where he will enter the University of St. Louis, where he will visit the
VEGETABLES DAIXY
Michigan in that town.
World's Fair for a few days. He goes
Miss Carrie E. Wahl, of Los Ange- to Ann Arbor, Michigan, from St. Lou
3-- :
les, remained in this city yesterday is, to resume his studies in the State
f
The purest and best Butter made, from the Cleanest
en route to Denver, in order to visit University there.
her sister, Mrs. T. Z. Winters.
F. O. Blood, postmaster at Las Ve
odor-pro- of
Creamery in the world. Sealed in air-tig- ht,
Amado Chaves, former mayor of gas, and manager of the "Blues," ac' .
..
.
.
!
packages
this city, left last night for Saa Mar- companied the ball team to Santa Fe
mr,
cial oh legal business. He will return on the special tram yesterday,
Blood was not the least enthusiastic
about the middle of the week.
of the rooter party in the
member
Mrs.. W. O. Finkbine, who has been
at the sanitarium for the last few eleventh inning.
'
Benjamin Shafer, stenographer in
months, left for a month's visit to her
home in Des Moines, Iowa, this morn the United States land office in this
city, has been transferred in the same
ing.
BOSS PATENT :
for
lb. Sack
J. D. Sena, clerk of the Territorial capacity to Denver, Colorado, in the ofof
of
land
District
fice
the
agent
CRYSTAL
PATENT
Supreme Court, was in Las Vegas .yesfor
lb. Sack
5. Mr. Shafer,, will leave the latterday and attended the funeral cere No.
to
month
of
ter
this
take
the
up
part
A.
Manzanmonies of the late Frank
work of his, new position.
ares.
F. P. Sauerwein, a well known artist
Miss Ruth E. Laughlin, of Clarks
1.0ANDELAB10
from
California, is Jn this
Pasadena,
arrived
in
the
ville, Alabama,
city yes
'
San
Vraneiwo St.
land
the
surrounding
terday to commence ; iier flttties as city viewing
teacher in the United States Industrial scapes with the idea of reproducing
Mr. Sauerwin has
them on canvas.
School.
:
'
Mr. and Mrs.' Samuel Eldddt and son, made several visits to the Capital City,
of Chaminta? returned home Saturday which he finds most interesting, from
an artistic viewpoint.
X7holeale and Retail Dealer In
I
morning alter a a ay passed in me pity
Edwin Bassler, mining engineer and
in order to give the son an opportunity
to view the circus.
expert, who represents the Pneumatic
Hardware"
of Elgin, Illinois,
D. Fries, formerly of Santa Fe, Separator Company,
Dolores, on the Ortiz Mine Grant,
STORE but now of the Meadow City, took ad inis at
of the county
the southwestern
vantage of the base ball special to vis- and has commenced, part
active
operations
;Our stock Is the largest Inthe city and we are;
it the Capital-Cityesterday and re with a machine constructed by the El
new old friendships:
?
adding Koods every day.'gin Pneumatic Separator Company
Chris Olson, who has been confined for the treatment of gold placer
; We Guarantee satisfaction or refund jfour mooey.
After yon have visited other stores and odtalned
to his bed in the Sanitarium with uii
uu Mic ki a li L. nc uaa uuw
mountain fever for the. past two weeks, ten men at work and expects to in
prices, calln us ond get our prices.
is now sufficiently convalescent to be crease this number shortly.
i
i.
out around the grounds.
Miss Clara' Olson and Miss Howell
Mrs. Joe Rolado and Mrs. Joe Jer- - started On an afternoon drive to the IV 0. COX S40
rell will leave today for Santa Fe to Tesuque Canon yesterday, which end
The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, potterjfand Curios, al
attend the wedding of their brother, ed somewhat disasterously. The carHenry Baca, . of Bisbee, Arizona, to riage broke down in several places and o elictfrom the Cliff Dwellinas. Beautiful Mexican Drawn Work, Box 34

pip

watches, clocks,

ETC.
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NEW MEAT
a

Fresh Native andDenver Beef,
Pork and Mutton

f

f

Pigs Feet and Pickled Tripe
From the Western Packing Company
ER
r
10.,

SAflTA FE
'

2

Fine Cooking and Eating Apples.

luglcfo

EAST-CORN-

fe

GHOWJS

C)

PRUIT

-

'

SISPP'S

""

,

A.

Call

Valine

0.. S-

ft

liss.

.

COLORADO POTATOES.

-

Orders Delivered Promptly-

&

DPKIISIOSEl

-

Yours Respecfiilly,

BtiSS PATENT and
CRYSTAL (PATEJIT

E. DORflEpURG,

$1.60
$1.55

For First Class

l

toJl(DW?
50
50

.
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TflE OLD CURIOJSTORE
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All Work will be sure to please you.
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S MINOR CITY TOPICS

the streets, followed, by rooters, the
town taking on more the atr. of a "col
lege town than that of a sedate Capital
'
- Vs.
i
City.
Fair tonight, with temperature sta
tionary tomorrow,, is the report issued
by the U..S. Weather Bureau today.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum
temperature
76 degrees at 4:20 p. m.
Minimum
temperature 53 degrees at 6 a.m. Rel
ative humidity 29 per cent. The mean
hours
temperature for the twenty-fou- r
was 62 degrees. The temperature at
u a. iii. luuuy was av
uegreeB.

LARGE MAJORITY
' IS PREDICTED

--

Wanted A girl to do general house
work. "Apply at the New Mexican
office.

Fraternal Unian of
its regular weekly
meeting tonight at 8 o'clock at Knights

Lodge. No. 359,
America, will hold

Major Llewellyn Predicts Republican
Majority for Andrews of
;
About 1,000.
,

.

Do you want to buy

met
.met' it

;

1

wIs

maun

"Dona Ana County is a staunch Re
publican county.' said Major W. H. H
'
of Pythias hall.
Llewellyn the other day, "and you can!
he City Council will meet tonight in
majority far
rely upon a Republican
'
of
the
last election.
that
exceeding
session
for
the
consideration
of
special
Mr. Rodey carried Dona Ana County
important business. Every member
the last election by 753 majority and
should be present.
we have every reason to suppose that
' Manby and
hav.e
Rayner sheep buyers
this figure will be surpassed for Sen
purchased 7,000 sheep from frank. A
ator Andrews this year.
01
iiuooen,
AiDuquerqae. The .pur
"I returned home immediately after
chase price is kept private
the convention in Albuquerque and
.
.
.
a
ixf!
E. F. Dodge of South Bend, Indiana, John manno, naiian
',Pfe
found the Republicans enthusiastic for
who was for a month employed as a re
Guilty to Killing a Fellow
Andrews throughout the entire county.
Workman.
porter for the New Mexican, was disThey- were not only willing to support
him but were very glad of an oppor
charged last week and has no connec
The District Court of Santa Fe tunity.
tion whatever with this paper
opened this morning at "ten
County
The executive committee can count
Yom Kippur, the day of Atonement,
John R. McFie presid upon Dona Ana sure for Mr. Andrews.
o'clock,
Judge
Xw&iSSK
,
the hqneet day of the Jewish calendar,
and the clerk, A. M. Bejgere, at
.fO- -'
is being - observed throughout the ing,
nis aesK. ine civil case oi juugene a
'
country today. The most impressive Fiske vs. the American Consolidated
OFFICIAL MATTERS
religious services of the year were Copper Company, a suit involving a
contained
also
"held, this afternoon and
balance due for professional services,
.
memorial services of the dead
Postmaster Appointed.
and partially tried on Saturday after
To
Pedro Carreras has been appointed
Las Vegas Elks noon, was concluded this morning, the
About twenty-five.- .
'
at Hatch, Dona Ana
accompanied the excursion special to court rendering a judgment in favor Dostmaster
this city yesterday. The Elks were en of the plaintiff for the sum of $4,336.75. County.
i
Public
. tertained by, the local lodge with mu
Appointed.
Notary
The criminal case of the Territory
Governor Otero has appointed Felix
sic and refreshments. Open house was vs. John Marino, an Italian, indicted
kept the entire day for their entertain- for killing a countryman' of his by Baca, of Albuquerque, Bernalillo Coun
ment and all left with the best of wish- the name of Peter Berallino, at Cerril- - ty, a notary public.
es toward the Santa Fe Lodge, which los, on the Fourth
Major Sumner's Report. .
day of July last, was
had so hospitably received them.
Major General S. S. Sumner com
then called for trial, The defendant,
A. B. Renehan, city attorney, on represented by his counsel, B. M. manding the southwestern military di
consent of the district vision, has recommended in his annual
Saturday last tendered his resignation Read, with-th- e
withdrew
his plea of not report that the military post at Fort
of that office to Mayor Gibson.
attorney,
abandoned, and that be
nation will be discussed this evening at guilty,, and interposed one of guilty Wingate bethe- remoteness .of Fort
cause
of
'
of
in
second
murder
the
degree, where
the special meeting of the council.
be reduced to a two- should
Apache,
it
court sentenced the defend
Special attention of the coubcil should upon the
troop post.
also be given to the sprinkling of Palace ant to imprisonment .in the peniten
Mineral Surveys.
at
for
hard
labor
the
of
period
tiary
'
Avenue, as the penitentiary teams haul his natural life. This killing-arosThe "surveyor general has Issued an
out
MARKET REPORT.
to Charles L. Post, U. S. deputy
ing wagons of clay from the clay banks of a strike
existing at the time of the order
,
northeast of the city use this street' and murder in the
official
sur
the
for
mineral
surveyor,
Madrid-comines, at
MONEY
AND
METAL.
keep it cut up and very dusty. It should Madrid, in this county, the defendant vey of the "Dolphin" lode, which is sit
New York, Sept. 19. Monev on call,
Mountain Mining
be kept wet down and solid.
being a union miner and the deceased, uated in the Black
(3 2 per cent. Prime mer
District, Dona Ana County. Caroline firm, 1
n
It is reported on the streets that the Baralino, a
man.
5 per cent. Silver
cantile paper 4
C.
Is
claimant.
Bell Telephone Company will ask for a
Hegan
In the civil case of C. W. Dudrow vs.
The surveyor general has appointed
franchise in the near future from the Jose Lopez, judgment was rendered
19. Lead
New York, September
Charles L. Post, of Mesilla Park, a steady, $4.35; copper firm, 812.02$
city council. The nature of the fran for the plaintiff on a-- promissory note
deputy mineral surveyor for the dis $13.00.
chise the company desires and the ser to the amount of $306.38.
ot New Mexico.
trict
GRAIN.
Louis Gonzales, an old offender, was
vice proposed for the city are facts that
on
the
of
assault
Wheat,
Chicago,
September
charge
have not as yet been divulged. Several arraigned
Sept. 105; Dec. 107.
Gonzales is
merchants
have been asked as to with a deadly weapon.
.
Corn, Sept. 80; Dec. 49
whether or not they would support by charged with throwing stones at a woOats, Sept. 31; Dec. 32.
man after addressing her in an abus!i'
their patronage another company: The ive
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
manner. The defendant plead not
reply has usually been that any support guilty and the trial was set for the
Pork,
Sept. $10.70; Oct. $10.75.
would be conditional upon the terms next term of court.
Lard, Sept. $6. 97 ; Oct. $7.02 .
Its Personnel as Announced By Sen
offered by the new company.
Ribs, Sept. $7.33; Oct. 7.37.
Manuel Medrano pleaded not guilty to
ator W. H. Andrews.
Former Governor W. T. Thornton, the charge of assault and battery and
WOOL MARKET.
.
who now resides in Guadalajara, Mexi- his trial was set for the next term of
The personnel of the Republi
St. Louis. Mo., September 19. Woo',
co, has gon to Chicago to confer with court, because of absence of important can
Executive com Is steady.
Territorial
,
mittee has been announced as follows:
Territory and western medium, 21
capitalists, regarding the project of witnesses.
22 fine medium, 13
16
19; fine,
There being no further business the
H.,Q. Bursum, chairman; Solomon
building an electric street railway sys
17.
court
two
a
then
ordered
recess
V.
until
Charles
Safford',
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Attractive Offerings in Furniture! New Goods. New Prices.
Cash or-- Installments.
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Fresh Fruits in Season!

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

non-unio-
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The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
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'Yonsay: "No!" But she should re-mind you of a duty you owe your wire,
she has one of the
n
troublesome, cumbersome,
Cook Stoves the kind that gets red ho;
ail over you nan end all her kitchen
troubles by buying her a "Quick Meal"
Kange.
The "Quick Meal" Steel Range is so
thickly lined with Asbestos that al-to
ine heat ie kept inside the Range
bake and cook the meals, instead of
eooking the Cook. In that way it saves
fuel and it also saves and sweetens,
temper.
'
"Quick Meal" Ranges are dailv
growing in popularity. They look ,
veil, they eook well, they bake well,
why there are
they last well. That is
so many in use every one recommends
nother.
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S. S. S. and
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I heard of
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to use it, and after taking
INFORMATION BUREAU OF
the victim did not inhale any of the aeveral bottles I wa9 cured and have Mexican office. Cash paid, for same.
.
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I
flames and he is getting along as well never since had the slightest 6ytnptotn of
WURLO'B FAIR.
U
L.
Storm.
Miss
disease.
A
Mary
the
St.
Louis
World's
as could be expected.
fair information
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
TO VISIT THE HOME FOLKS.
Cor. 7th & Felix Sts . St. Joseph, Mo.
O. N. Beasley, cashier of the McKin- Writes Fire, Life and Accident Insur-- . bureau has been established at 836
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
ley County National Bank, at Gallup,
Wheeling, W. Va.v May 29, 1903.
ance.
for which I Phone 66.
0 Phil P. Hlixhcock, where informa
for
Catarrh
Nasal
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I
ill
of
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at
Fort
fever
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typhoid
Block.
Griffin
Offices
Rute Oae Pare Plus $3.00 for the Round Trip. Tickets ou sale Seption will be cheerfully fur&ished.
His place in the used S. S. S. with very gratifying resuits.
Wingate hospital.
tember Otb, Kith, 20th. 27th and October 11th, limited for return
r tried local aDDhcations for some time,
double
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temporarily
being
r
of Ten days allowed at St.
getting no permanent relief I cameto house of 3 rooms each. Apply to Santa
Thirty days from date of sale. A
President Edward Hart. James Shutt, and conclusion
It will pay you to advertise. Try It
that the seat of. the trouble
Louis to visit the World's Fair.
!of Diverton, Illinois, Is expected soon the
was in the blood. Knowing S. S. S. to be Fe Meat and Live Stock Cu.
Rates apply to all puinr.s In Indiana, to Sandusky, Columbus, WashSOCIETIES.
(to act as cashier until the recovery of a good blood medicine I began its use,
FOR RENT Two new
and after using it for some little while it
,
iur. iseasioy.
ington Court House, Wilmington, Cincinnati and points West thereof
and
bath
offensive
range,
mu
cottages,
the
stationary
with
did away entirely
EDDY COUNTY.
In Ohio, to Louisville, Uawesvillo, Powers, Lewisporte and Owensboro,
Masonic.
cus in the nostrils, and I did not have to toilet Apply to Geo. E. Ellis, Claire
f
'
The Horner .Brothers,
Kentucky.
hawk and
especially in the morning, Hotel.
young farmers from Belle Plaine, Kan to dislodgespit,
You always get the lowest rates, quickest time shortest lines and
the catarrhal matter.
MONTEZUMA LODGB
in
with
last
week
Artesia
sas, arrived
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
fREO a. I'RESSY.
1627 South St.
best meals via this route.
No. 1, A., F. and A H.
two carloads of horses mules, farm
and all
The filthy secretions and foul mucus that Adam's Hall for balls, parties
Regular communlcavv
and
household
implements
goods. ire
back into the other public and private use. Apply
first Monday la
tion
continually
dropping
Ask your nearest ticket agent or call on
They have taken charge of the Ham throat, tind their way into me stomacn to George E, Ellis, trustee.
address:
at Masonic
month
each
is
ilton
near
their
It
that place.
ranch,
tnd are absorbed into the blood. Catarrh
T. H. HEALY,
A N. BROWN, G. P. A,
7:30
at
Hall
p. m.
RENT
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furnished
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then becomes
intention to farm this ranch and they
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S.
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Passenger Agent, El Paso, Texas,
SPITZ,
for
Also,
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stitutional, and the
have made arrangements to sow 160
P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
rid
well
to
water,
keeping,
furnished,
good
way
get
only
acres of alfalfa, forty acres of which
of it is through the good surroundings.
Inquire 114 Cer- is all ready for the sowing of the seed.
blood. Write us if rlllos Street, South Side.
SANTA FE CHAPTBR,
The recent discovery of oil in the
No. 1, R. A M. Regular
you have Catarrh,
CG Seven Rivers district is attracting the
WANTED For the U. S. army: able
convocation second Monand our physiciattention of the people in the eastand
day in each month at Maans will advise you bodied, unmarried men, between ages
several agents of large eastern trust
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
of 21 and 35; citizens of United States
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
without charge,
companies have made visits to that
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
of good character and temperate hab
Ga.
frames
Stoves
Chinaware, Glassware,
and
Atlanta,
The
Swift
Specific Company,
Holdings
of Eddy County during the past
part
and write, ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary. ,
can
who
read
its,
speak,
Hods te Ordar
Goods taoid ob Easy
few weeks. Already parties representEnglish. For information apply to reHOME VISITORS EXCURSIONS.
ing foreign capital are on the ground
SANTA FE COMMANDSR1
cruiting officer, -- 50 San Francisco
and have filed on about 3,000 acres.
No. 1, K. T. Regular cob- Home Visitors excursion tickets Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
There is also a report that the Stand- will be sold to Indiana, Ohio, and Ken
lave fourth Monday In each
WAGJVER
Roosevelt or Parker.
ard Oil. Company has a representative tucky via the Santa Fe at one rare
month at Masonic Hall a
No matter which will be elected, you 7:30 p. m.
on the ground and that this concern plus $2.00 fror the round trip, date3 of
W. R. PRICE, E. C.
can
"Licensed Embalmer,' expects to have the drilling machinery sale
rest assured that you can satisfy
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
27th,
20th,
September 6th, 13th,
for the boring of- several prospect and October 11th, return limit, 30 days your appetite at the Bon Ton.
holes on the ground within a few days, from date of sale.
K. OF P.
H. S. LUTZ,
SOCORRO COUNTY.
BUCKLEN'S ARNICA SALVE.
Aaron Click, a ranger on the Gila
Has world-wid- e
Santa Fe, N. M.
fame ror marvelous 8ANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
San iranclscp Street
Telephone . ID.
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Reserve,
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surpasses
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1M.1,
home of the postmaster at Joseph, in
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
A BOY'S WILD RIDE FOR LIFE.
lotion, ointment or balm for cuts, corns
the western part of Socorro County,
With family around expecting him burns, boils, sores, felons, ulcers, tet- v Castle Hall, corner of Don Caspar
Avenue and Water Street Visiting
the' early part of last week, after a lin- to die, and a son riding for life, 18 ter, salt rheum, fever tores, chapped
Knights given a cordial welcome. .
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
gering illness of three weeks, from
miles, to get Dr. King's New Discov- hands, skin eruptions; infallable for
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C
25c
Cure
were
remains
The
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ajc
and
ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
Only
for
guaranteed.
,.
ery
Consumption, Coughs
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. 8.
buried at Joseph. The deceased was Colds, W. H. Brown, of Leesville, Ind., Fischer Drug Company, Santa Fe.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
twenty-eigh- t
years old and had been endured death's agonies from asthma;
Low
Excursion
on
two
Rates.
the
reserve
about
He
years.
Established and Supported by the Territory.
but this wonderful medicine gave
I. O. O. F.
has a mother living at Silver City. Be
For Campbell Brothers' Circus, Seprelief and soon cured him. He
Co8IX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
cause of the inaccessibility of tho writes:
"I now sleep soundly every tember 16th, the Santa Fe Central
SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. W.
lleges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complace and the length of time it takes night." Like marvelous cures of con- Railway will sell tickets from all
Meets
every Friday evening In' Od
water-workall conveniences.
for mail to arrive from that place, his sumption,
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not
mother
GRIMSHAW.
did
hear of her son's death coughs, colds and grip
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $300 per session. Session
prove its
brothers welcome.
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until after he had been buried'. Click matchless merits for all throat and
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. tk
Is
Life?
What
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secfriends
many
Guaranteed bottles
throughout that
ROSWELL is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
lung troubles.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
r
tion who will reget to hear of his ear 50c. and 1.00. Trial bottles free at In the last analysis nobody knows, but
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do
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It
law.
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strict
that
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Fischer Drug Company. Santa Fe.
B. P. O. ELK8.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
Abuse that law even slightly, pain reSocorro has had several earthquake
.
and E. A. Cahoon
sults. Irregular living means derangeshocks during the past few weeks.
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
For particulars address
ment of the organs, resulting in con- SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B.onP. OM
These are tho first earthquakes that
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the
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stipation, headache or liver trouble. second and regular
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reNew
Life
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no
when
a
there were,
less than
King's
quickly
spring,
each month. .Visiting brothers ara 1
dozn distinct shocks wthin a month,
adjusts this. It's gentle, yet thorough. vited and welcome.
'
wniie such phenomena are by no "1 tried all kinds of blood
remedies which failed Only 25c. at Fischer Drug Co, Santa Fe
A.
L.
MORRISON, jR., E. R.
do me any good but 1 have found the right thing
means the pleasantest in the world. to
blackat Inst. My face was fnll of pimples and
I
am
Cascarets
all
left.
heads. After taking
they
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a
chance
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.
morning, liope
located in the midst of the Ancient ed by the miraculous cures attested to due t0 readjustment of epuilibrium in Cascarets."
Fred C. Wltten, 76 Elm St., Newark, N. J.
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
miles west in the following diseases: Paralysis, the adjacent mountains, where a slight
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of
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Bar-Bac-a
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neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial 'Affecchiefs cordially invited.
James Brandis, a plumber of Silver
Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
Grande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board City, met with a severe accident last
'
A P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
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j
daily line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $14 week on a ranch near that city, which
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Jrj Jr
The temperature of these waters Is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets will probably lay him up for a week or
FRA-- .
Read What Accomplished
Musicians SANTA FE 1.0DGE .NO. .259,
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Five hourd for the round trip.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday September 19, 1904

Santa Fe Central Railway System.

PROCLAMATION. '
the Board of County CommisFe N. M., September
sioners, Santa
'
9th, 1904.
An election of the qualified voters of
the County of Santa Fe, Territory of
New Mexico, is hereby called to be
held at the several voting precincts of
the said County of Santa Fe, as es
tablished by the said Board, on Tuesday, November 8th, 1904, for the pur
pose of voting for the following ofll
clals, towit:
One delegate to the 59th Congress
One member of the Council of the
36th Legislative Assembly.
Two members of the House of Rep
resentatives of the 36th 'Legislative
Assembly.
y
One County Commissioner, 1st Dis
trict, for term of two years.
One County Commissioner, 3d DiS'
trict, for the term of four years.
One Sheriff.
One Probate Judge.
Re
One Probate Clerk and
corder.
Col
One Treasurer and
lector.
One Assessor.
One Superintendent of Schools.
One Surveyor.
Polls in the various precincts shall
be open from 9 o'clock a. m. until 6
o'clock p. m.
Said election to be held in conform
ity to the Jaws of New Mexico, now
;

Office of
,

Use the Short Line in connection with the E. P. & N. B and Great Rock
Island route. Bates for the Woild's Fair, at St. Louis, $43,55, lor

Tickets

the round trip.

on sale September 19, 20,
28 and 29, October 3d,
4th. 5th, 6th, 19th, 20th,
26th and 27th. Limited
for return for ninety
days from date of sale.
In no event will the final
returnin limit ofcasethese
ex
tickets
any
ceed Decern be r 31st,
1904. Santa Fe Central
trains make close con
nection at Torrance. All
E. P. & N. B. & R. I.

'

THE NEW LINK

trains carry Pullman
sleepers, tourist ana din

ing car.' (service unsurpassed. All trains of
this route run into the
grounds so passengers
on this line have no
change of cars but are
taken directly to. the
gates of the Expos!
tion.

o

'

Tickets also on sale
to KANSAS CITY,

ALL THE

CONNECTING

points east, lowest
rates, quickest time,
shortest lines, ana
heat service via this
route.

I

I

.

F

I

NFW MEXICO

'

'

I

Chicago, and all

I

GRF AT R A LWAY SYSTEMS
(

'

established.
Witness'

.

Precinct No. 12, Canoncito.- - Patricio Garcia, Eulogio Sandoval
ireio
Montoya, at School House at L, jy.
Precinct No. 13,. Glorieta. Vidal
Juan Barela, Antonio Sandoval y
Griego, at the School House.
Precinct No. 14, Chimayo. Jose
Chaves, Jose Ines, Martinez y Trujilltf,
Pantalion Jaramillo, at School House.
Precinct No. 15, Santa Cruz. Epi
menio Maestas, Jose Ygnacio Madril,
'
Reyes Naranjo, at School House.
No.
Precinct
17, Santa Fe. Patro- cinio Lopez, Jose Maria Garcia, An
tonio Windsor, at Justice of the Peace.
Precinct No. 18, Santa Fe. Roberto
Johnson, Meliton Castillo, and Juan
Cisneros, at the House of David Gon
zales.
Precinct No. 19, Madrid. E. A. Tur
ner, George Partridge, Camilo Quintana, at School House.
Precinct No. 20, San Pedro. F. C.
Buel, Dan Jones, Rafael Lopez, at the
School House.
Precinct No. 22, Ortiz. Jacinto Gar- duno, Miguel Herrera, Rafael Ortiz, at
the School House, District No. 15.
' ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Chairman pro tem Board of County
Commissioners.

Texas

Pacific Railway

r

mAsfjJ)jPACIFC
trouble to

No

aattr questions'

WmPRESS

Attest:
CELSO LOPEZ, Clerk.

EZDTTXjIE

Avoid the Difficulty.
"She said if a man kissed her with
out warning, she'd scream for her

FAST.,
TIAIJI

NEW

father."
Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. ffl. Mountain Time.
seal of the Board of
"What did you do?"
of
Commissioners
the
"I
I
warned
County
her that would take her
County
Santa Fe, and the Territory of New to the Bon Ton for oysters."
This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all
Tor anv additional information call on or address 8. B Grimshaw of
and the hand of its chairman
runs
Mexico,
through to New Orleans, Shrevs-po- North, East and Southeast.
Generel Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
and clerk, this 9th day of September,
and SL Louis without change.
For schedules, rates and other
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
A. D. 1904.
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation call oa or adaresa,
S. B. GRIMSHAW.
The following have been appoined
Claire: G. R. Hattley, Edward Baw- - to Chicago and intermediate points.
G. F, & P. A.
W.A.ANDREWS.
..
of the Boards of Registrar ler, Chicago; O. H. Lapps, Oklahoma:
members
& Gen'l Manager.
R. W. CURTIS
tion and the registration will be held J. A. Wood, Kansas City: Dr. J. L. Nor-at the following places:
J.
W.
A.
C.
ris,
Records,. Estancia;
Southwestern Passenger Agent
Judges of Registration.
Padley, Buffalo; E. W. Jackson, Miss
El PASO, TEXAS
Precinct No. 1, Pojoaque Deluvino R.
Mr.
,

the- -

-

rt

feft

...-.feli-

Pres.

The McMillan
Universal Typewriter Book
Typewritten Book Records

i

V

Precinct No. 4, Santa
Baca, Juan J. Ortiz, Vicente Garcia, at
office of Patricio Lucero.
Precinct No. 5, Agua Fria. Benito
Romero, Juan Lopez, Manuel Ortiz, at
School House, District No. 5.
Precinct No. o, uienega. joseracm
at the
la, Martin Baca, Apolonio Rael,
'
'
house of Bonifacio Narvaiz.
Precinct No. 7, Cerrillos. B.- F.
Jones. Joe Vereolio. Ciriaco Rael, at
Fe.-rSefe-

Anv operator can make the records on any standard
typewriter, and insert them as finished, in a regularly
bound book, (not a file). No special machine required
for Book Records. Extraction or substitution of sheets
practically impossible.

L

Simple

Secure

Convenient

-

'"
Used for keeping Typewritten- Records by the Library of
York
Ins.
New
Life
S.
Patent
Office,
Co.,
U.
Congress,
many County Clerks and Surrogates and a host of others.

office of A. L. Kendall.

-

Precinct No. 8, Galisteo. Francisco
Leyba. Juan N. Sandoval, Juan Jose
Silva, at School House.
Precinct No. 9, San Ildefonso.Tomas Roybal, Antonio Medina, Fla
vio Valencia, at School House, District

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, DEALERS, SANTA FE, N. M.

No. 9.

louis
FALLS

CHICAGO,

HEW YORK

DETROIT

DOSTOD

BUFFALO

':

-

v-

No. 11, Golden.

Oml,

tlao ant

to

Senrtos tyaexccs3
ThrM &H Vest

Ttncz
--

'

am

m am a bio mm

m

A Rio 6rande, Rio Grande Western, Rit
Grande 6 Santa Fe and Rip Grande

Denver

Southern Railroads,
THE POPULAR LINK TO

'

'

Reaches all the Pr ncipal Tscrcs and
In Colorado, Utah and new Lxlco.

lnlnj Camps
,

.

.

,

THE TOURISTS FAVORITE ROUTE
tiebOtily

all Mountain Resorts

Lin Pasting Through Silt Late City

mo

BETWEEN

;

Sonata to fat Pacific Coast

DENVER

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
'
LEAD VILLE
QLENWOOD SPOS
QRAND JUNCT'N

?

DINING CARS

v

o

SALT LAKB CITT
OGDEN
PORTLAND"
SAN FRANCI8CO
LOS ANGELES .

gtttelfflCJ

"

at School House.

T

j

fi

s-

-

;

;.

J;

V
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Precinct No.' 9, San lldefonso.-Eli-g- to
Gonzales, Frank J. Garcia, Antonio EluterioT Vigil, at School House,
District No. 9. t
Precinct No' 11, Golden. Nick Montoya, W. H. Dicks, Frank White, at the

REA1IN6T0N TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers.

Santa Fe

New Mexico

,BAKGoing via the Santa
Fe yoti are landed '

DIRECTLY IN

OVER

FRONT OF THE MAIN
ENTRANCE

To the "World's
Fair."

Chicago and return

......

A

COACIf TICKETS

870
' Days.

S25.75

On Sale Daily
LIA1IT

v

wrnMVTit'r

i

t

t

-

vt

r

t

tier

I$44e55e one way via St.

LOUIS, on sale daily,

return limit October 31st,

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices
;

H. S. LUTZ

Agent

f

f u

UPJIT.
10 Days.

15

School House.

(ft

-

Reaches
the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.

Limit 90 Days
On Sale

.M
:'':,' I:- Precinct No. 8, Galisteo. Donaclano
Angel, Ventura Barros, Severe Montoya,

go

With Its Two Thousand Miles of Track

',.'--

Office..

AND

can

Mexican Central Railway

.

.

To

above them in places.

$45.85

Colorado Sprlnfls, Pneblo, Cri-- jlt
Creek. Lead vi I It,
Glenwood springs, Asoen, Crand Junction, Salt
Lake City, Ogden. Butrs, Helena. San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacona, and Seattle." Also

the Sliver Lining.

it from
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Tralxa DaH
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Mk Meals sr tei to the
mmymtnm
cowM
fMiiii
fin
jinniis iripn-"V
imm CSC

lasted Wabaea Pateee tSSmx '
Gafces Aceats r

so see

Mo

'

St LnU

FROU

THE

Nick Mon
toya, A. J. Stewart, John Hart, at
Circuses are coming, and there'll be
School House.
something doing,
Precinct No. 12, Canoncito. Bacllio
Perea, Jose Tudesque, Juan Gonzales But don't forget that at the Bon Ton
you'll find the best of chewing.'
y Roybal, at School House at Lamy.
Precinct No. 13, Glorieta. Vidal 01
The New Mexican prints ths news.
ivas, Juan Barela, Benancio Valdez, at
Juan Barelas house.
Precinct No. 14, Chimayo. Victor
Ortega, Victoriano Cruz, Jesus Maria
Montoya,' at the School House."
Precinct No. 15, Santa Cruz. Bias
S. Valdes, Gregorio Herrera, Rafael
Maestas, at School House.
Precinct No. 17, Santa Fe. Marcos
Castillo, Ambrocio Ortiz, John L. Zim
merman, at office of Justice of the
Peace.
Precinct No, 18, Santa Fe. Ramon
Lobato, and Acencion Hael, Liberate
Baca, at Board of Trade Room.
Precinct No. 19, Madrid. Gus Olson,
Simon Davis, John W. Sullivan, at
School House.
Precinct No. 20, San Pedro. F. C,
Buel, John Stronquist, Jose Blake, at
'
the School House.
Precinct No. 22, Ortiz; Jose de Je
sus Ortiz, Epimenio Romero, Eliseo
Ortiz, at the School House, District
No. 15.
v
Judges of Election.
The following have been appointed
judges of election and. election will be
held at the following places:
Precinct No. 1, Pojoaque. Juan C.
Romero, Serafin Quintana. Juan Tru-jillHouse, Disy Garcia, at School
.
trict No. 1.'
:.
Precinct No. 2, Tesuque. Romualdo
Roybal, Ramon Jimenez, Miguel Abey-ta- ,
' .
at the School House.
4,
.Precinct No. 3, Santa Fe. Benito
ana
FrancisBorrego, Seferino Alarid
co Ortiz y Baca, at School House,
Ward No. 1. - , ;;'
v,V ;, .' V,.
Precinct No. 4, Santa Fe. Tomas
Alarid, Julian Vigil, Matias Dominquez,
at Patricio Luceros' room.
Precinct No. 5, Agua Fria. Rafael
.
Montoya, Felix Lopez, Jose Antonio
Romero, at School House District
'
No. 5.
Precinct No. 6, Cienega. Martin
Sept, 19, 20, 28, 29.
at
Mora, Carmen Terrasa, Cosme Baca,
.
the house of Bonifacio Narvaiz,-Oct., 3, 4, 5. 6, 19, 20, 26, 27.
Precinct No. 7, Cerrillos. Ross Griffith,; Alejandro Montoya, Ramon Sandoval, at Vacant Store, West of Post

Precinct

err.

and Mrs. A. W. Ros-sieChambers,
B. P. TURNB
L. O.LEONARD
F. O. Blood, Base Ball Nine. Las
Gen. Passenger and Ticket
Vegas; Mrs. George W. Taylor. Albu Traveling Passenger Agent
CL PASO, TEXAS
DALLAS, TEXAS
querque; Max. Baer, S. L. Biglow,
Denver; Gilbert M. McWhirter, Miss
McWhirter, Iron Mountain Michigan;
Carrie "E. Wahl. Los Aneeles: Miss
Ruth E. Laughlin. Clarksville. Ala
THE TOP
LOOK AT
CLOUDS
bama; G. L. Erhard, Omaha; E. P.
Thompson, Albuquerque ; F. E. WalkYon
And
er, Denver; E. R, Brown, Engle; G. A.
OUR TRAINS. We
do
Lamey, St. Louis.
Palace: J. S. Duncan, Walter O'Brien,
Charles Trambly, T. A. Halden, M. V.
Vollman, R. E. Twitchell, Miss Sala-zar- ,
C. H. Bailey, H. N. Smith, F. D.
Fries, A. L. Gump and E. M. Elroy, Las
Vegas; J. M. Hedden, Denver; T. C.
Lipsett, Goshen, Indiana; E. A. Stevens, Chicago; Mra. Charles Julier, Bal
All
timore; Mr. and Mrs. Henry Nardorff,
Jr., Louisville, Kentucky.
Bbn Ton: Jose Roybal, G. Bruno, L.
Address the undersigned for foil and reliable Information.
Delgado, M. Senecal, Las Vegas; Jacob
D.
A. DULOHERY,
W.
MURDOCK, A. G. P. A
Gold, Colorado Springs; John Bleas,
Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texaa.
City of Mex'co.
Mexico; Sam Phillips," Estancia; J. B.
Spinveo, William Stein, Los Cerrillos.
Normandie:
Franks G. Matthews,
Denver; J. W. Trombers, Las Vegas;
Mr. and Mr. A. J. Loomis, J. W. Den
nett, Chicago; J. E. VanHorn, El Paso.
r,

Romero, Tranquilino Roybal, Manuel
Roybal y Lopez, at the School House,
District No. 1.
Precinct No. , Tesuque. Manuel
Romero y Dominquez, Agapito Gnego,
Tomas Griego, at the School House,
Precinct No". 3, Santa Fe. Julian
Provencio, Telesforo Rivera and Man
uel Baca y Campos, at house of Nica- .
nor Baca.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, September

CARTWRIGHT-GEO. W.'HICKOX,

President

j

jt

S. Q. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Treas.

No. 250 San Francisco

Grocery Telephone

No.

4.

AVIS CO.

D

AN ELEVEN
INNING GAME

Meat Market Telephone NoiO.

1904.

GoSjiag

Lemke Pitches Fine Ball, But Poor
Support Allowed Las Vegas
to Win. - V

Streets

1 9,

Take

to 'tike Fafo ?

kodak

With Yotf

For eleven long innings the ;Santa
Fe Centrals and Las Vegas Blues batIMPERIAL FLOUR.
GREELEY POTATOES.
tled for base-basupremacy on the
Our
trade on Imperial Flour has been College grounds yesterday afternoon.
The potatoes from Greeley, Colora
do rank as being of the very highest very satisfactory, but we would like The game was one of the most hotly
quality. We are now receiving them, every one in Santa Fe to uso It who contested and played matches ever
can appreciate its remarkable quali- witnessed in the Capital City. The
and they are very fine indeed.
$1.65 ties. It makes the best of bread &nd is score tied ni the ninth, two extra
Per cwt
also a fine pastry flour. Probably thx innings were necessary to finally, setbest pastry cook in the Southwest will tle who had won the match. In the
MEADOW COLO BUTTER.
eleventh Vegas rallied and, assisted by
use no other brand.
on the part of the local players,
errors
50
$1.60
sack
pound
We never tire of telling the good
tallied three runs, winning the hard-fougButter.'
Is
Gold
Meadow
of
It
qualities
gbtoie by a score of 5 to 2.
pure, clean and of a most delicate
The
stand was filled to overgrand
flavor. ( These good qualities are re
SOUTH SEA BLEND.
when
Umpire, Al. Morrison
flowing
tained and preserved by the package,
ad- called the game . at
2:40 o'clock.
a
remarkable
There
been
has
which fs air tight, moirture and odor
vance in the price of medium grade Many were forced to stand, along the
proof.
coffees. We are still selling South Sea side lines and the players' bench was
Blend at 25 Cents per pound. We fear utilized, much to the chagrin of the
that we shall not be aol ; ' continue ball tossers, as a seat for the spectsjf
OUR BAKERY.
r
.
to do this much longer.
buy tors.
The Las Vegas Military Band and
Why not use our bread? It is made sixty days' supply now.
Prof. Perez's First Cavalry.Band were
according to the most approved methods. It contains nothing that could by
always very much in evidence...' Both
the remotest possibility be injurious
used their instruments indiscrimin
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
to the health. It is sweet to the taste,
ately to cheer their team to victory.
We always have what the market At times the noise was so terrific that
clean to the sight and always fresh.
Made only from the highest grade affords In the way of fruits and vege- - the players could not hear the um
tablds.
Kansas flour.
pir.e's decisions and the stand was re
quested to "be quiet." The rooters
were out in force and many a young!
MEAT MARKET.
HAY AND GRAIN.
man' and woman are nursing sore
as the aftermath of the elevthroats
cuts
of
the
choicest
or
fill
bo
to
Wa
shall
Only
packin
your
pleased
enth
game. Blue flag3 from
innning
bouse corn fed beef, mutton and lamb ders for hay, grain, feed, etc. Our
are cat in our market. , Give us a trial stocks are always complete, the qual Vegas were everywhere in force, the
when you want something nice in the ity of the best and prices reasonable, Meadow City rooters having traveled
miles to assist their team and
way of meats, bacon, hams, - boiled See that your animals are well fed, many would not be
disappointed.
they
do
can
We
it for you.
bam, etc
For the first eight innings the game
looked like a Santa Fe victory. The
score stood two to a "goose egg" for
the visitors and the local spectators
were celebrating In an amazing informal manner.
,
In the third P. Alarid made the first
hit of the day, sending a warm single
between first and second. Lemke hit
to second and a series of misplays by
the visitors allowed Santa Fe the first
run. The second baseman missed an
easily tossed ball, recovered and threw
to third to catch Alarid and the Santa
No. 3 A. Folding Pocket Kodak,
Fe player scored when Rathbone failed to hold onto the ball.
In the fourth Pettus, the, colored
-:-tfielder, hit through third for three
bases and stole home on a passed ball.
The score then stood 2 to puntil the
eighth when the -Blues, by a succession
BEAUTIFUL WHITE CHINA SILK WAISTS,
of hits and poo- fielding by the local
d.
,
Just the thing to wear with the nine, tied the score.
daintily made.
Rathbone, the first man up, scored
new style separate skirts!
a base on balli3 as a gift from Lemke
Dickerson hit to center field, scoring
:
Rathbone. Flood struck out. Dickerthe new stock of COLLARS, silk and linen, handson secured the coveted bag on a pass
ed ball. Hartman hit to .short stop,
oar who
somely embroidered. Look over the display
threw high to first and Dipkerson
before y 00 deride on your purchase : : : : scored, tieing the score.
were influenced by other motives than
For two more innings neither side
the
purest not only met Itis .opposition
was able to do any damage. Three
but his supreme contempt.
the Blues advanced a man to
carry the finest SHOES in the country, made by times
"Finally, brethren and friends, we say
third, but Lemke. with exeat nitchinar. farewell,
we ought to utter this
the Brown struck out the men that opposed him word withbut
largest and best house in America,
a mingled feeling of sorrow
and retired the side. The stand and and thankfulness. We shall be sad, to
Co; Men's, Ladies', Boys', Girls' and Children's.
'
v
the bands went crazy. Both , bands be sure, to
New
part with so worthy a
a
Time"
in
"Hot
played
unison, while
such
and
a
valuable
citizen,
so,
cow-bell- s
and cheering frightened brother,
a kind; father. We shall miss his
5KTO
ANYBODY
horses into a stampede. Victory was
visage, his kind countenance,
for the team that made the first run, hoary
his
manly form, his courteous
erect,
COME AND
US
GIVE US A TRIAL Dut was not lor santa re.
his emphatic forms of exdemeanor,
In the eleventh Fanning hit through
were so well chosen
. which
pression
the infield.- Schull followed with an that
commanded respect,
always
other and Rathbone scored Fanning by and they him at once as a
Catron Block, East Side Plaza.
gentle
proved
a Texas leaguer over the. infield. Flood man
of refinement and culture. , am
hit through Anderson, the second we trust
that all may retain Ahese
baseman failing to realize what had
of distinction in idea at least,
marks
happened until the ball was in center We are
glad he has left us with such
field, and Schull and Rathbone scored a cluster of
pleasant memories of his .
two more for the visitors.
257 San Francisco Street.
valuable life, memories which are les
went
to the bat, but sons of
Santa Fe then
inspirations to emulate his ex
were retired in one, two, three order
we not hope that all these
May
ample.
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by Fanning and Las Vegas had won by may abide with us and be taught) to our
a score of 5 to 2.
who may read the story of
children
The score by innings was:
New Mexico in the future. And if so,
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we not declare with 'the sacred
may
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0 000
Santa Fe....O
by School Directors
volume: J0 death, where Is thy Btaing;
Is the Territory of New Mexico.
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O grave, where ia thy victory!"'
Base on balls' off Lemke, 2. Base
Alexander Bowie, of Gallup, Grand
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Two-bas- e
7.
Las
Santa
Fe, 3;
hits,
Vegas,
of New Mexico Odd Fellows,
Master
hits,, Pettus. Flood 2,. Struck out was
present and in charge of the cer
by Lemke, 13; Fanning, 14. Time of emonies.
Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and
Judge John R. McFie, of
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capacity of
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rison. Attendance. 500.
'
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chaplain.
and Other Gems.
At the conclusion of the ceremonies
at the grave, a firing squad, detailed
TO HIS LAST,-ABODfrom Company F, First Infantry,, New
the Vest cf
fa the
Mexico National Guard, knelt and fired
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the last salute over the grave.
Among the officials in attendance
dinary tact and. intelligence, gave him were Governor Otero, Secretary of the
qualifications to serve the public which Territory Raynolds, Adjutant General
lew individuals possessed. He com Whitman, Solicitor General Bartlett,
bined the practical and the theoretical
Superintendent of Public Instruction
and if he lacked information he sought Chaves, Territorial Treasurer Vaughn,
it before acting. He thus made a suc Mayor A. R. Gibson, and many others.
cess of whatever he undertook.
The Odd ; Fellows were present in
"Can
you shoot very far
Stranger
"In no phase of his career jhad his in force, as were also the Masons, with
fluence been more effectually felt than which orders the deceased had been
with that ancient-lookin- g
rifle you
in the cause of education. When the affiliated.
vs;;."'
question arose whether the Territory
The casket was covered with' many
- ' ,
should have a public school system or beautiful floral - designs. Many who
toot, his voice was heard strong and were unable to be present remembered
Wishing to retire from business will "' my,
Why, half the
firm in its behalf, and his ready pen the dead with tributes of roses and
'
"
'
told of its beneficent advantages, And other flowers.
'
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.
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I
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